
The luxurious oriental-inspired surroundings of Nimb Wellness offer a world of indulgence. Keeping fit 
and become healthier is a pure pleasure at this 300m2 wellness centre with separate facilities for mas-
sages and treatments, including beauty treatments, sports massage and acupuncture.

First hotel in Denmark with “hot cardio”
Nimb Wellness is fully equipped with the latest Technogym machines, free weights and function  
training. In addition, there is a specially designed CrossFit area as well as a specially designed 34°C   
hot room for cardio training. Hot workouts help you burn more calories and leave you with a wonder-
fully detoxed sensation. Nimb’s chief designer, René Jasper Thomsen, was inspired to include the hot 
cardio training room on a visit to a hotel in London. As far as he knows, this is the first such facility at  
a hotel wellness centre in Denmark.

Inspiration from Istanbul
The unique Nimb style, created by Nimb’s chief designer René Jasper Thomsen, characterises the entire 
building from the Nimb Roof terrace and the interiors of the hotel rooms and restaurants to the Nimb 
Wellness facilities on the lower floor. René has travelled the world to pick the very best for the new 
wellness oasis. He has been to Istanbul to draw inspiration for the unique hammam, which is the heart 
of Nimb Wellness. 

Luxuriously healthy 
at Nimb Wellness
Nimb Hotel’s new fitness and wellness area, Nimb Wellness, is now ready to 
receive guests, giving Copenhagen a unique and elegant wellness oasis that 
aims to claim its position among the world’s leading hotel wellness experiences. 
The amenities include a Moroccan hammam, fitness studio, CrossFit area, hot 
cardio room, wellness treatment and a relaxation lounge.  According to Nimb’s 
chief designer, René Jasper Thomsen, this is the first hotel wellness centre in 
Denmark offering hot cardio training.
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About Nimb Hotel 
The award-winning luxury Nimb Hotel is the hotel in the world with the 
most different kinds of restaurants under the same roof. In 2015, Nimb 
Hotel was ranked the World’s Best Hotel by Small Luxury Hotels among 
520 hotels in 82 countries.

Tivoli Gardens has invested a six-digit figure in the internationally awarded 
building Tivoli Hjørnet (Tivoli Corner), which opened in November 2017 
complete with Tivoli Food Hall as part of the concept. Tivoli Hjørnet has 
been awarded no less than two American Architecture Awards, one of 
America’s most prestigious recognitions of new architecture. With Tivoli 
Hjørnet, Nimb Hotel was extended with 21 new rooms, each with a balcony 
overlooking Tivoli Gardens.

In June this year, Nimb launched Nimb Roof, a 1300m2 rooftop terrace with 
a 60m2 outdoor pool, pool bar and lounge area. The roof terrace, belonging 
to Nimb Hotel, enjoys a unique location overlooking the city and Tivoli 
Gardens. Now, Nimb Wellness is ready to receive guests, adding the final 
touch to this magnificent building.

Designer René Jasper Thomsen about Nimb Wellness:
“The task was to create something unique and useful. Having stayed at hundreds of hotels, where I have been 
a frequent visitor to fitness and wellness facilities, I have gained plenty of insight into the potential of such an 
area. Fortunately, it soon became clear in the process that the unique style that pervades Nimb is particularly 
well suited for a wellness area.”

Access with Nimb Club membership
Nimb Wellness is open to Nimb’s hotel guests as well as members of the new Nimb Club. With a Nimb 
Club membership, you also receive a gold card for Tivoli Gardens and access to Nimb Club’s exclusive 
facilities: Nimb Roof & Nimb Wellness. You also enjoy access to training in Tivoli Gardens on special 
occasions. The membership fee at Nimb Club is DKK 2,500 per month per person or DKK 25,000 per 
person annually when prepaid. Nimb Club has limited membership.

Press contact: Camilla Kjær, email:  camilla@nimb.dk or call: +45 2272 5716
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